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Abstract: 
 
Machine learning models & AI are popular term in past couple of years. Almost every 
aspect on our daily life we are using these machine learning models & AI knowing or 
unknowing. The simple statement of this research paper is to prove reduction of human 
effort in camera surveillance by using machine learning models such as objection detection 
& facial recognition. 
 
TensorFlow is leading open source tool developed and published by Google helps to build 
objection detection and facial recognition library. The code we about to develop can allow 
user to train model with his choice of images of objects and faces of persons. The user 
developed model must detect, track and alert user. The code written in python and 
OpenCV, Twilio, TensorFlow technology used makes python code works. So, this python 
code helps user without his presence in securing user premises 
  
Keywords: machine learning, object detection, sport, TensorFlow Object Detection 
API, SSD model, Twilio account, Facial recognition.  
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objects if they detect by 
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1. Introduction  
  
In computer vision the method of find and name the object is known as the object 
detection name of person is called facial recognition. From this system we can distinguish 
the objects in static picture and moving objects in video. This computer vision generally 
utilized in term of security to recognize objects in overwhelming group territory as 
reconnaissance. The client effectively distinguishes the objects progressively finished on 
the off chance that he joined criminal faces informational index to this PC vision it alarms 
the client when they appear before camera.  
 
TensorFlow object detection and facial recognition API, OpenCV's, DNN 
(profound neural system) library are the best open source accessible in market to recognize 
and distinguish objects. TensorFlow gives pre-prepared zoo models that help to identify 
different sort of objects with higher exactness. In this paper the video utilizing is ongoing 
feed from webcam to recognize and name objects.  
  
In this paper TensorFlow object detection facial recognition API was tested on real 
time feed from webcam to detect objects and persons and compare to trained model to send 
alert to user. Twilio web service is using to send an alert to user.  
  
  
  
2. Literature review  
  
  
  
2.1 Modern Methods in Object Detection and Facial Recognition  
  
  
With the help of modern methods in object detection and facial recognition the code 
able to detect objects and persons with low false accuracy. convolutional neural networks 
are widely used in modern object detection.  Multibox single shot detector (SSD), YOLO 
11  
(you only look once), R-FCN, R-CNN are fastest model system to help object detection 
with higher rate.  
  
 
  
Figure 1 Object detection(below) and facial recognition(above) tracking chart  
  
To improve the impact of picture characterization, picture preprocessing is a 
significant stage. The objective picture preprocessing incorporates picture design change, 
picture cutting. Picture position change. Utilizing Python picture handling library PIL to 
accomplish the transformation of various picture designs.  
  
2.2 Video Surveillance in Security  
  
In video surveillance there are lot of computer vision techniques available in market 
such as most popular and important are object detection and facial recognition. For security 
guard it difficult for him to watch every object and person in live feed. Security guard don’t 
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know wanted person, so he/she don’t notice when they pass camera. In this scenario we 
need system that remembers faces and objects. 
  
As this video reconnaissance done continuously video brilliance and chromaticity 
bending with RGB estimation of pixel in catch picture assists with subtracting foundation 
and shadow. Also, in security reconnaissance its significance to watch little pieces of 
picture it will done by format coordinating. Channel based following utilize the blend of 
appearance and movement data to follow objects. As each other detection strategy has their 
own significance by subtracting objects from foundation to build exactness. By this every 
evolved strategy and PC vision the object detection code accomplish work without human 
nearness to work and help client.   
 
Per perfect security prospective in observing is create a lot of data-set of convicts 
or people in probation and train model and attach this data set to surveillance code and play 
and sit back the code will do the job in finding this guys. There will be limitation such as 
process power of computer and camera quality if you overcome this this is powerful 
program. 
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3. Software Requirement Specification  
  
  
3.1 Functional Requirements  
 
 
 
3.2 Non-Functional Requirements  
  
ID Requirements 
1 The user system needs to install TensorFlow Object Detection API. 
2 The program is easy to use, which means taking less time for users to get 
familiar. 
3 The program should be able to run on every average GPU build windows computer. 
4 Don’t store user data 
5 Program should not share user selected images or person faces or record video 
  
   
  
 
 
 
ID Requirements 
1 The program should open new window and to capture live feed threw web cam. 
2 The user computer system must allow user to add Twilio account details to system variable. 
3 The program allow user to choose his own choice of objects & persons faces to train model. 
4 The live window to capture feed does not supposed to close until user close it. 
5 The program allows to send message to user once user choice of objects detected. 
6 The program allows to send message to user once user choice of person faces. 
7 The user allowed to choose to use webcam or external camera. 
8 The program must use KNN_model for Facial recognition. 
9 The program must download SSD model for object detection if user don’t have. 
10 The new popup window able to recognize the objects & persons. 
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4. Use Cases & Diagram  
  
  
4.1 Flow Diagram:  
  
 
Figure 2 Live detection, facial recognizing, and alerting flow chart. 
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4.2 Use Case Diagram  
  
  
  
Figure 3 Use case diagram  
   
  
4.3 User Stories   
  
  
Scenario 1: program allow user to assign hi/her choice of images to OB or FA library to 
train model based on this. 
           Given a user assign us presidential faces  
                       For FR and gun images for OD. The program 
                       Stores these images and allow user to train model.  
  
Scenario 2: The program should verify installation of TF and other requirements necessary 
to run this program successfully. 
   User run the code the code must verify  
 installation of TF. The code must open 
 new window to capture live feed.  
Scenario 3: The Twilio account is necessary to receive alert from program  
   User has to set-up Twilio account  
             For SMS alert by adding to system variable.  
16  
 Scenario 4: The program shall provide a for users to create alert to user from live feed.  
   Given a user run’s the program  
   The new window popups with live  
Feed and detects the objects that pass  
Threw feed get notify to user.  
  
Scenario 5: User can edit the program to customize the alert.  
   Given a user run’s the program  
   When the user customizes the code  
   To choose the objects that user want   
to get alert and ignore all other objects or persons. 
  
4.4 Sequence Diagram  
  
  
  Following is the sequence diagram for program that user set-up custom alerting 
system.  
  
  
Figure 4 Sequence Diagram of surveillance alert  
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5. Implementation  
  
  
 
5.1 Blueprint  
  
  
Mandatory step here is user must assign images of objects or person faces to work 
this program. Without assign images there is no model to name the objects or persons. The 
code detects objects or persons without model but it does not show any names of objects 
or persons to user window.  
  
  
 
5.2 Explaining Code  
  
This project about smart surveillance which cable to detect objects and persons 
through live window. The dependence we talk about different code files depends on each 
other because it’s library.  
  
5.2.1 Libraries  
  
  
  
Figure 5 This is library of OD and FR.  
  
  
  
As we can see there are two libraries object detection and face recognition libraries. 
To setup these financial we need these both libraries comes as one by clicking 
twillio_app.py.  
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5.2.2 Training Model 
 
 
Figure 6 (left) FR library (Right) OD library 
 
 As we see both libraries above for FR the user need to keep his choice of images in train folder 
click training.py to train model for FR. To this this FR model the user can keep images in test 
folder to test these the model before use for main purpose. For OD the must keep images of his 
choice in gun-object-detection folder and click train_frcnn to train model. Once it completes the 
user can test by clicking test_frcnn to check is model working or not before it attached to main 
one. The object detection data-size is 333 images and for FR 45 images to train model. To test for 
OD we using random 50 images in 333 and for FR we using 10 new images which are not in 45.  
 
5.2.3 Pre-Testing 
 
Below are images of working model with proof. The step-by-step process from training to 
testing shown in following picture. The next is to be testing combination of FR and OD in live 
feed window.  
19  
 
Figure 7 step-by-step process to train model 
 
Figure 8 proves Face recognition(right) object detection(left) working 
 
 
5.2.4 Code Explanation 
 
 The first task of main code is to import OB and FR library to make work together. Next 
task is to test Twilio account details in system variable to SMS alert to user incase the images get 
positive compare model. 
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 From above code we confirm it first task is to combine both OD and FR library then 
import rest necessary files.  
 
 After loading necessary models to detect and popup live window feed. The code search for 
gun (because we use object gun for object detection) in live window and create a rectangle box 
around it or else it’s shows nothing. For FR the code search for faces if detected faces come as 
positive it’s shows name, or it’s shows unknown rectangular box.   
 
21  
 
 
  
 After detecting objects and highlight them in live window with rectangle box around 
object or person then next task is to send alert to user by Twilio SMS services by following code. 
And live video feed window doesn’t close until user closed programming window to kill program.   
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6. Testing & Result  
  
 In testing this surveillance code first, we tested on facial recognition with following image. 
 
 
Figure 9 surveillance code detected 44th and me as unknown 
 
 
 As we can see in above picture the code detected me as unknown because the trained model 
doesn’t have my picture and it detected Obama as 44-president because we trained model with 
Obama image naming 44-president. The next task of this code is sent alert to user because the 
detected person faces came out as positive. 
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Figure 10 got text threw Twilio saying 44th president got detected. 
 
 From above picture we notice that user got text message threw Twilio saying 44-president 
detected. Therefore, this surveillance core is working with face recognition. Next step is test on 
object detection as fallows. 
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Figure 11 from image gun is detected 
 
 From above picture we can see that the program detected gun threw live feed and marked 
with rectangle and named it and it not detected cellphone because the code doesn’t have it image 
to detect. The next task is to give alert to user via SMS alert saying gun is detected. 
 
 From below picture we can confirm that program working with live detection and alert. 
The next step is to run code and keep FR and OD together to test the code can send alert both at 
once. 
25  
 
Figure 12 got text threw twilio saying gun is dected. 
  
 
7. Ethical and Societal Effect  
  
As we are in age of information it’s very important to secure data. The data type we are using in 
this project are photos of objects and faces of persons so, it’s necessary to secure that data and don’t use 
for illegal activity and accept privacy. 
 
In surveillance technology it’s ethical to keep limitation in observing and tracking i.e it ok to 
observe with camera but it’s not ethical to attach scanners(to scan objects what inside their cloths or bags) 
to camera in public places. The people may feel insecure when they in surveillance like they thought 
someone watching them they might don’t like it so, important to keep limitations to user let program do it 
job. The users may feel secured if they use in secure house or private property. It’s user job to mention on 
wall or in banner about that your (people pass through area) under surveillance. 
  
8. Code Walkthrough Video  
Code explain and how-to-setup  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9OF9JxIPVhU&feature=youtu.be  
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9. Conclusion  
  
After I decided to work on this topic it’s difficult because I didn’t find almost any material 
on this concept. I did find object detection and face recognition tutorials, but I didn’t find them as 
together so, it very changeling for me to write code that uses both library at once. During 
development I did learn lot about machine learning models how to choose as per requirement. 
 
I have some difficulties during development especially the code must read detected object 
or person name to send SMS to user via Twilio. My future work about this is convert to GUI 
interface so user can use this product by clicking some buttons. 
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The author focusses Face Recognition with FaceNet Model in keras and how to 
detect face recognition and developing its classifications.  
  
By this paper I understand how to loan FR model with keras and how to combine 
with object detection library.  
  
  
  
  
 
